We propose a parameter-free method to recover manifold connectivity in unstructured 2D point clouds with high noise in terms of the local feature size. This enables us to capture the features which emerge out of the noise. To achieve this, we extend the reconstruction algorithm HNN-CRUST, which connects samples to two (noise-free) neighbors and has been proven to output a manifold for a relaxed sampling condition. Applying this condition to noisy samples by projecting their k-nearest neighborhoods onto local circular fits leads to multiple candidate neighbor pairs and thus makes connecting them consistently an NP-hard problem. To solve this efficiently, we design an algorithm that searches that solution space iteratively on different scales of k. It achieves linear time complexity in terms of point count plus quadratic time in the size of noise clusters. Our algorithm FITCONNECT extends HNN-CRUST seamlessly to connect both samples with and without noise, performs as local as the recovered features and can output multiple open or closed piece-wise curves. Incidentally, our method simplifies the output geometry by eliminating all but a representative point from noisy clusters. Since local neighborhood fits overlap consistently, the resulting connectivity represents an ordering of the samples along a manifold. This permits us to simply blend the local fits for denoising with the locally estimated noise extent. Aside from applications like reconstructing silhouettes of noisy sensed data, this lays important groundwork to improve surface reconstruction in 3D. Our open-source algorithm is available online.
Introduction
Reconstructing curves from noisy unstructured points in 2D is a fundamental problem that has been studied extensively in computer graphics and computational geometry and is an important base for surface reconstruction. It has applications in reverse engineering of geometric models, e.g., reconstructing object boundaries from sensed data, such as 2D slices of 3D data, or segmentation from silhouettes of depth images, and as such is even important in 2D. However, the general approach of trying to recover arbitrary geometry when not using priors is ill-posed. Boundaries of physical objects are manifold by nature, but may be partially occluded, contrary to their projections a plane, which may then intersect or contain T-junctions. Clustering points of similar depth from depth images prevents this merging into non-manifold connectivity. Thus, we restrict the problem slightly, to recovering manifold curves (open or closed), so that we can solve it by robustly computing the local inside/outside of the curve. Further, we aspire to recover all features which are not hidden by the extent of the noise.
Prior work manages to produce (smoothed) curves from noisy point sets, but is often restricted, e.g. to outputting a single open curve, to globally uniform noise, or does not recover the connectivity in a reproducible fashion. What is missing yet is a method which relates the reconstruction distance to the distance of noisy samples from the ground truth and also has reasonable time complexity to produce output within acceptable run-time.
As noisy samples are always based on the original undistorted signal, it is imperative to relate them to the assumed boundary we want to recover. It is also clear that only features of larger extent than the local noise provide information to become extracted.
For a smooth curve, the extent of the noise can be expressed in terms of the local feature size (lfs). We put forward the axiom that those features for which the noise extent is small w.r.t. its lfs can be recovered. Based on this axiom, we claim that the noise is small everywhere, compared with the relevant (because recoverable) features. Clusters of noisy points can be approximated by local manifolds, e.g. circular arcs, as long as their curvature inside their neighborhood is small. However, since the extent of the local noise is not known, the challenge remains to determine the correct neighborhood size for these fits, which cannot be done locally. Since we assumed previously that the curve is a (bounded) manifold, the locally fitted curves have to be consistent. By adjusting the neighborhood size for the locally fitted curves such that they match among each other, we can recover the manifold connectivity, its orientation and an ordering of the samples. The size of the locally fitted neighborhoods and the location of their samples give an estimate of the local noise, therefore we can use it for denoising as a post-process.
Our major contribution is the algorithm FITCONNECT, which robustly recovers manifold connectivity from arbitrarily noisy 2D samples, that is features emerging over the noise extent. Applying multi-scale to local searching is an approach we have not seen yet in related work. It enables both reducing the combinatorial complexity of the search space and parallel local computations.
The major features of FITCONNECT are:
• Seamless extension of HNN-CRUST to handle noisy samples.
• Detect noisy samples and the extent of local noise.
• Simplified output by representative points of noisy clusters.
• Consistently ordered local neighborhood fits create a manifold.
• Simple blending of local fits to approximate the original curve.
• Time complexity log-linear in the number of points and squared in the size of noisy clusters.
• Robust -we provide open source to support this claim.
Our curve reconstruction lays important groundwork for surface reconstruction since the geometric concepts used (sampling condition, circular fitting, local manifoldness) extend well into 3D.
Related Work
We first take a look previous work, for reconstruction of curves from noise-free samples, noisy data sets and curve simplification. Applications and Reconstruction from Noisy Samples Birkas et al. [BBP16] show a system for retrieving objects from mobile sensed data by segmenting them via clustering. From these point clusters, (partially occluded) silhouettes can be extracted, which are noisy due to sensor artifacts.
Compared to the well-structured problem of reconstruction from noise-free samples, there is considerably less prior work for unstructured noisy samples and none that directly applies to our stated problem. DeGoes et al.
[DGCSAD11] attempts to solve a larger problem which also includes intersecting curves. They construct the Delaunay triangulation of the point set, then greedily simplify it to minimize transport cost. For the problem domain we consider, it performs well for uniform noise, dense outliers and close curves but fails to connect samples of variable density as a global parameter controls the amount of simplification. Consequently, our experiments below show that its behavior is very sensitive to this specified iteration count and that it has difficulties to reconstruct manifold outputs for non-uniform sampling or high local noise. A similar method [WYZ * 14] fails to reconstruct curves from moderately sparse point sets as well, as can be seen in their Fig. 28 . Our algorithm handles such sparse point sets without noise well since it behaves like HNN-CRUST, which it extends seamlessly, as can be seen in the results [OMW16].
As mentioned in the introduction, we aim to solve the simpler problem of extracting just manifold curves, which is also the most interesting aspect. Mehra et al. [MTSM10] apply a visibility operator using the convex hull to extract local connectivity which then is combined globally in a weighted graph. They propose a fast approximation algorithm to extract the maximum weight cycle. It does not denoise and produces gaps even for low extents of noise. The method of Lee [Lee00] is restricted to reconstructing a single open curve. This is due to using the Euclidean Minimum Spanning Tree to recover the connectivity. They further smoothen the reconstructed manifold with Moving Least Squares and fit a spline curve. The rest of the paper is organized as follows: In Section 3 we state some definitions in order to revisit the algorithm HNN-CRUST and then derive the conditions for connecting samples contaminated by noise. Our algorithm for searching the solution space efficiently is described in Section 4. We present results of the curve reconstruction, evaluation w.r.t. to ground truth and further analysis in Section 5. Section 6 concludes with an outlook to future work.
Definitions
We reproduce the following definitions [OMW16]:
C is a collection of smooth curves, which are (possibly bounded) 1-manifolds embedded in R 2 and twice-differentiable everywhere except at boundaries. C can thus consist of one or more connected simple curves, i.e., loops and segments (bounded by two terminus points), prohibiting T-junctions or crossings. Since the curves are smooth, they cannot contain sharp angles.
Let d denote the Euclidean L 2 norm. Each sample s ∈ S is within Euclidean distance of a point p ∈ C such that p, s < ε(p). We define the nearest neighbor s 0 to a sample point s 1 as argmin s j ∈S\s1 s 1 , s j . Further, the half neighbor s 2 is the closest sample in the half-space H which is partitioned by the perpendicular bisector of the edge s 0 s 1 and does not contain s 0 : argmin s j ∈S\s1,s j ∈H s 1 , s j . Let n i be the i-th nearest sample to s 1 by Euclidean distance. Let N(s) be the set of neighborhood points of s, for an unspecified k such that it is equal to N k (s), the set of k-nearest neighbors of s, N 0 (s) = s.
We first revisit the algorithm HNN-CRUST [OMW16], which reconstructs curves by interpolating samples (assumed to be noisefree). Then we describe its properties and show how we can extend it seamlessly to samples contaminated with noise.
HNN-CRUST revisited
HNN-CRUST connects each sample s ∈ S to its nearest neighbor n 0 and its half neighbor n h (in case s is not a terminus of the curve). Let h be the perpendicular bisector of the nearest neighbor edge, then n h lies in the half-space containing s (see Figure 2 ). This leads to (see Figure 3a ): Condition 1 (Conformity): The distance between the two neighbors d = n 0 , n h is larger than their respective distance to s:
Condition 1 permitted to prove that HNN-CRUST reconstructs the curve under a very relaxed as well as close-to-tight sampling condition (ρ < 0.9, equivalent to ε < 0.47) [OMW16] . For this sampling condition, the reconstructed curve has to be a (bounded) 1-manifold that connects the samples s i ∈ S in their order on C. That means that for a sample s i which is not a terminus, the point pair (s i−1 , s i+1 ) corresponds to (n 0 , n h ), ordering notwithstanding. Let T (s) be the tupel of two neighbors (or one, in case of a terminus) for a sample s. Then it follows (see also Figure 3b ): . Edge e 0 connects s to its nearest neighbor n 0 . The other edge e 1 is the shortest edge connecting s with a vertex in halfspace H. Further, observe that this vertex (here n 3 ) must lie inside the white shaded area of H, since no sample is closer to s than n 0 . This implies an angle ≥ 60
• between both edges and that both neighbors are further apart from each other than from s. Condition 2 (Consistency): s j ∈ T (s i ) is a commutative operator, and s i ∈ T (s j ) .
We will proceed to show how we can exploit these two conditions in order to connect samples in the presence of noise, and extend them to formulate our proposed algorithm FITCONNECT.
Extension of HNN-CRUST conditions to noisy samples
We assume that the noise extent of the samples is unknown and can vary locally. Therefore, we have to determine a local approximation of the curve at a sample s. If the neighborhood N 2 (s) does not fulfill Condition 1, we classify s as noisy w.r.t. its neighborhood and have to extend Ns(s) to N k (s) until the local approximation represents a feature emerging over the noise extent. Note that the three points in N 2 (s) define a circle. For an increasing neighborhood N k (s), we approximate the curve locally by fitting a circle such that the distances to the samples are minimized in the least-squares sense. This circular fitting of curves (similar to a spherical fitting of surfaces) works well, as has already been demonstrated here [GG07] , by robustly computing the local inside/outside of the curve.
For circular fitting, either geometric or algebraic methods can be used. Geometric fitting results in a non-linear least squares problem, which can be approximated with iterative methods like GaussNewton. While they are very accurate and correspond to the maximum likelihood estimation for the circle parameters, they are also computationally expensive and may have bad convergence properties. For our circular fit we therefore choose an algebraic method, because it can be formulated as a constrained optimization problem and then solved as an Eigenvalue problem [CL05] . We select the HYPER-FIT technique, which has zero essential bias and has been shown to be even more precise then geometric methods [ASC * 09].
It yields the fitted circle Γ s,k (c, r) for N k (s), onto which we can project all neighbor samples n i ∈ N k (s) asn i = c + r − → cn i / − → cn i , with c being the center of Γ s,k and r its radius. For each half-space spanned by the line (c,ŝ),ŝ =n 0 , we select the representative neighbor t [0,1] =n i such thatn i is farthest fromŝ (see Figure 3c ). Now, using T (s) = [t 0 ,t 1 ] we can reformulate Condition 1 for the local fit of a noisy neighborhood of s as follows:
Condition 3 (Conformity): The distance d = t 0 ,t 1 between the two neighbors of s is larger than their respective distance to s:
Applying Condition 2 directly to T (s) is not sufficient since the neighborhoods now can contain other samples than the single neighbor per side. A consistent ordering of these samples has to be ensured to guarantee a manifold. We define an ordered set O(S, N) that orders the subset S ⊆ N k (s i ) over its containing neighborhood N k (s i ) conforming to Condition 3, such that it collects the points s k ∈ S projected to Γ si,k asŝ k starting from t 0 , moving in the direction of s i to finish at t 1 . Then we can formulate this consistent ordering as (see Figure 3d ):
, which is also commutative.
Note that incrementally growing orderings of commutative subsets do not necessarily have to contain each other, as in
We only require different adjacent neighborhoods to be consistent, but not at a specific scale, since we aim to find some valid ordering rather than to solve the NPhard problem. Our experiments show the determined solutions to be close to optimal.
Since three samples define a circle (or two samples a line as degenerate circle in case of a terminus), the Conditions 3 and 4 form a superset of Conditions 1 and 2 respectively and thus extend HNN-CRUST seamlessly to the locally fitted circles of noisy samples.
Condition 4 gives an important guarantee for the reconstructed manifold w.r.t. the samples as it creates an ordering of these through the locally consistent neighborhoods. This enables anistropic denoising, as shown later on, and might lead to more applications.
Algorithm FITCONNECT
The connectivity reconstruction for interpolating samples is straightforward and of linear time complexity, since both neighbors for each sample and the consistency between neighbors can be determined very simply. However, as stated in the introduction, varying noise cannot be detected just locally. Small neighborhoods below the actual noise extent could be conforming to Condition 3, but not to Condition 4, since inconsistent with their neighbors' local fits. Each sample s potentially has a number of conforming local fits for N k (s) of varying k. For each of these, the consistency among all samples s i ∈ S would have to be tested, in order to determine a consistent manifold for those locally conforming fits. Since up to N local fits per sample would have to be tested among N samples, an exhaustive search of the solution space becomes an NP-hard problem. In order to search the solution space efficiently, we therefore propose an iterative approach that turns out to work well. In short, FITCONNECT differs from HNN-CRUST insofar as it first locally estimates the feature size and then applies the connectivity conditions of HNN-CRUST.
Efficiently Recovering Closed Manifold Connectivity
For easier understanding, we first start with the simplified assumption that the samples represent a manifold without boundaries. Basically, Algorithm 1 starts for each sample with its k = 2 nearest neighbors and iteratively increases k for each sample which is not conforming (Condition 3) or consistent (Condition 4) with its neighbors. This should let our algorithm converge quickly to a valid -if not optimal -solution.
ALGEBRAICCIRCULARFIT constructs local manifolds quickly for samples with no or little noise. We use the conforming fit (testing Condition 3 in ISCONFORMINGFIT) of the samples with the most k neighbors recorded while iterating to connect with consistent neighbors (Condition 4). If there are several choices to connect a neighbor s j to s i , we select the one farthest onN(s i ) to s i in UPDATEFARTHESTCONSISTENTNEIGHBORS, which also mutually updates s i as neighbor of s j . Before assigning these new neighbors, we have to remove the current ones, also reciprocally, which is done in REMOVENEIGHBORSMUTUALLY. This maximizes the overlap and reduces complexity without losing topology, since the fitted neighborhood represents only a single feature. See Fig. 4 for an illustrative example of adding and removing edges to the manifold.
However, the neighborhood of a sample which already overlaps on one side with its neighbor may become much larger while trying to locate a consistent neighbor on its other side, due to locally varying sampling density or noise extent. In our experimentations this led to entirely covering and eliminating smaller neighborhoods, together with the features they represented, resulting in a valid but suboptimal solution. To avoid that, we keep existing neighbor relations, but require that all successively included neighbors of s in each half-space of N(s) are also ordered in the same fashion on N(s), as tested in CONSISTENTNEIGHBORHOOD (Condition 4). INTERLEAVEDNEIGHBORS handles the rare case that neighbor points cannot be consistently connected because projections on their mutual neighborhood fits interleave, by simply removing one of these (close) points. Furthermore, points which are shared between neighbors (as determined between new neighbors, or in EDGEEXISTSIN) are considered redundant and eliminated, as they project onto already constructed edges in the manifold and do not contribute to features ( Figure 5 ).
We expect the time complexity to be O(NlogN) due to the kdtree construction and squared in the sizes of fitted neighborhoods.
Algorithm 1 Reconstructing manifold connectivity in noisy points
Input: S The set of samples Output: P Subset of connected output points P ⊆ S Output: T : P → P × P Neighbor tupels of P 1: P ← S 2: T ← {} 3: N(p) ← N 1 (p) 4: while ∃p ∈ P : |T (p)| < 2 do 5:
Add next nearest neighbor 6:
Q ← {} Track points affected by updates 8:
10:
REMOVENEIGHBORSMUTUALLY(T, p)
11:
UPDATEFARTHESTCONSISTENTNEIGHBORS(T, p)
12:
13: for n i ∈ P ∧ q ∈ N(n i ) do Test all referencing points 
Handling Manifolds with Boundaries
In order to also handle manifolds with boundaries, we have to detect them using a suitable fitting criterion. There is no inherent distinction whether samples are just sparsely spaced or represent a hole, so we have to introduce an artificial differentiating criterion which gives acceptable results. We propose that a hole should not be larger than a nearby feature. Thus we do not relate our criterion of hole size just to relative sample density but to the captured feature size, represented by the size of the local neighborhood fit. We classify a sample s as a terminus of the curve if it only contains points in one half-space of its fitted neighborhood. It has to have two N k (s) neighborhoods as follows: one with two successive consistent points to avoid trivial solutions, and a larger size neighborhood that is inconsistent with that feature (or k = N in the limit for small examples without features). Examples for reconstructed open curves are shown in Figures 8c and 17. 
Handling Sharp Corners
Our sampling condition requires projected open angles of > 60
• (Condition 3), which places a severe limitation on the input class. Sharp corners would therefore be rounded off until our operator detects a fit when the opening angle becomes large enough. In the worst case, it would not reconstruct contrived cases such as a rhombus with too small angles (see Figure 18a ). To enable successful reconstruction in these cases, we detect sharp corners by their incident manifold neighborhood. Our sharp-corner detector considers the neighborhood of a point whose fit does not conform. If its neighborhood disc contains exactly two curves which are open and intersect the boundary of the disc at an angle of ≤ 60 • , we connect these two open curves to the current point, provided that this creates no self-intersections. Applying this sharp-corner detector successfully reconstructs the point configurations in Figures 7g and 18a .
Simple Blending to Approximate the Original Curve
The output of Algorithm 1 extended by the boundary handling is a (possibly bounded, consisting of multiple connected components) manifold M(P, T ) which connects a subset of output points P ⊆ S by edges to their neighbor relations T . However, in case the samples are contaminated by noise, this interpolating piece-wise curve may not be a good reconstruction of the original curve in terms of geometric closeness. The neighborhoods of the local fits with size |N(p)| > 2, p ∈ P indicate the presence of noise and the variance of N(p) represents its extent. Therefore, we perform a simple postprocessing step by blending the circular fits of the neighborhoods including p for each p classified as noisy.
To compute the blended point p i for a p i ∈ P, we consider all fitted circles Γ j of p j ∈ P, where p i ∈ N(p j ), and whose arcs a j (t 0 ,t 1 ) ⊂ Γ j intersect the normal of the local fit of p i . Due to our Condition 4, all projectionsN(p j ) of N(p j ) onto their Γ j are oriented consistently, even if they overlap with several successive neighbors. Thus we can simply compute the centroid of all intersection points as follows:
x i j is the intersection of the line (p i , −→ c i p i ) with a j (t 0 ,t 1 ) in the half-space of N(p j ) containing p i . In case of two solutions for the line-circle-intersection, we choose the point closer to p i . Then p i = ∑ pi∈N(p j ),∃xi j xi j |Xi j | (see Figure 6 for an example). Note that this introduces new point locations as the remaining samples used as vertices are moved, and that we do not blend sharp corners (the points detected as sharp corners and their neighbors) as we want to preserve these features. 
Results
We have run our algorithm successfully on a large number and wide variety of point sets to ensure its robustness: e.g. segmented silhouettes of noisy sensed data [BBP16] (Figure 7) , but also contrived shapes representing multiply connected open/closed curves, also corrupted with high noise and outliers (Figures 8, 9, 10, 11 and 14) . Additionally, we show its improvements on prior work. We provide open source code for this algorithm that reproduces all result figures and tables of this paper. https://github.com/stefango74/fitconnect.
Comparisons with related work We are aware of only two algorithms in related work which are able to practically reconstruct manifold curves from noisy point sets, Robust HPR [MTSM10] and the method of Lee [Lee00] , which is limited to open curves. Since we cannot run tests with these algorithms, we refer to the papers for figures for the following comparisons. We show the successful closed manifold reconstruction of the original curve for all the point sets which Robust HPR fails to close (Figure 6 , center column, [MTSM10] , manages to reconstruct a closed curve only for the APPLE figure) , in Figure 10 , and we therefore expect it to fail as well for the above-mentioned point sets, as it fails for varying sampling densities (see also Fig. 28 in that paper comparing the two algorithms).
Noise tolerance We have also investigated for which noise extent our algorithm can still successfully reconstruct the topology and features of the original curve. For simulating noise, we use this noise model [MTSM10] , which perturbs the original points by a uniform variable in the range [0, δ] along a unit vector of uniformly chosen random direction. Figure 9 shows that the topology of the circle is reconstructed for noise of δ up to 100% of its radius. Noise as function of the local feature size In Figure 14 we test increasing noise extent up to 0.5 lfs, for a sampling condition of ρ = 0.43 (equivalent to ε = 0.3) as demonstrated in [OMW16] . In Figure 15 we further experiment by sampling a curve with varying densities of a point set while keeping the noise extent fixed at 1 3 lfs. Our algorithm manages to reconstruct the curve for all the sampling densities.
Detecting local noise extent Since the circular fits of adjacent consistent neighborhoods approximate the original curve locally, we can use the distance of the samples to that fit to estimate the local noise according to our sampling condition: The sample in the neighborhood with maximum distance shows the maximum extent of the noise (see Figure 16 ), while mean and variance can be extracted from the entire set of samples. These metrics can be put in relation with the radius of the circular fit, in order to bound the error in terms of the local feature size.
Features emerging over noise extent In another experiment we test whether our algorithm is able to reconstruct features emerging over the noise extent. Figure 17 shows a sine wave with fre- Locally high noise (compare our result in Figure 8b ). Bottom row: Non-noisy non-uniform sampling (our result in Figure 14a ). Outliers Figure 8a shows some outlier points beside the reconstructed curve. These points are correctly not connected to the curve since they do not fulfill the consistency condition: while their neighbors lie on the curve, those points do not have the outliers reciprocally as neighbors, instead they are consistent with other points on the curve. Table 2 shows that our simple blending of local neighborhood fits approximates the original curve quite well. All error metrics (maximum, mean and root mean square error) are typically reduced by half or more for the noisier sample sets. The reconstructed curve lies roughly within one third of the noise extent from the original curve (maximum output vs. max. input error). We also determined the Hausdorff distance of the reconstructed curve w.r.t. the noisy points from the original curve. For 100 unit circles tested with δ = 0.25, the overall maximum error for the input is 0.249, for the output, 0.242, and the maximum ratio between output and input per circle is 1.002. The distance of the reconstructed curve from the original therefore seems to be limited in practice by the extent of the noise. output point set P and their fitted neighborhood sizes N(p i ), p i ∈ P roughly in the order of magnitude (see Table 1 ). Handling large noisy clusters or boundaries therefore increases the runtime of our non-optimized algorithm significantly. Algorithm 1 shows that points will only ever be eliminated, never added from the original point set of size N. Since the neighborhood of a point can grow at most to size N, it would be marked as handled eventually as well in that case, so the algorithm will always converge to a solution in polynomial time. The numbers for the BUNNY sample sets let us suspect that the complexity is linear as long as the extent of the noise stays within 0.5 lfs. Robust HPR [MTSM10] takes 1-2 seconds (for small point sets with little noise) while DeGoes et al.
Quantitative analysis of reconstruction error
[DGCSAD11] show timings similar to ours (range in seconds up to a minute).
Limitations As shown in Figures 14, 15 and 16, our method manages to reconstruct very strong noise up to the extent of the local feature size. However, the less densely a feature is sampled, and the more the local feature size varies between close curves, the closer their noisy samples become, which might connect these samples and thus merge their features. Limiting the noise extent to 1 3 of the local feature size seems to work well for the general case (see Figure 15) . Figure 10c shows that features which do not emerge over the noise extent are oversmoothed (indentation of left pince).
T-junctions (see Figure 18b ) do not represent a manifold curve, and therefore our fitting operator does not handle these. Open curves may not always be reconstructed to the farthest point, as for example in Figure 8c , if our algorithm marks these points as redundant, such as in Figures 17, 18 . However, this could easily be fixed by a post-processing step.
Conclusion and Future Work
We have presented an algorithm that solves the extensively studied problem of reconstructing simple curves from arbitrarily noisy points, with applications e.g. in recovering silhouettes of 3D objects in sensed data, but most importantly, providing groundwork for reconstructing surfaces from highly noisy 3D data. Our reconstruction extends seamlessly from an existing algorithm, HNN-CRUST, to handle samples polluted by high noise extents. Additionally, it simplifies the output curve without losing features and denoises it. The reconstructed curve is guaranteed to fulfill two conditions w.r.t to the input points and analysis shows that it stays within the same distance to the original curve as the error of the noisy points. The algorithm runs in reasonable time to be of practical use, with runtime depending on the extent of noisy clusters in the data. The convergence to a robust solution can be verified using the open source available online.
Additionally to the boundary and sharp-corner detectors, we are considering to extend the sharp-corner detector to T-junctions and intersections, by considering more than two open curves in the neighborhood disk of points. We also plan to incorporate statistical noise models into the circular fits, e.g., with sensor-specific properties, to improve our denoising post-process because known noise extents also permit to remove smaller extents which are not detected by our algorithm. The consistent ordering along a manifold guaranteed by our two conditions enables anisotropic denoising as the curve is locally planar and can be deformed in function of the neighborhood points. However, we currently work on extending the algorithm to reconstructing surfaces in 3D, as we consider this to be its most exciting potential.
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